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Abstract. The search for the optimal 
profile for a fin of extended surface in 
heat transfer has occupied a portion of 
the engineering and mathematics 
community For sixty years. In 1922 the 
electrical engineer Schmidt published a 
heuristic argument that this profile 
should be parabolic. A rigorous 
verification of this result was 
presented in 1959 by Duffin, reasoning 
with a Hamiltonian Formalism entirely 
different from Schmidt’s approach. The 
issue was reopened in 1984 by Maday, who 
pointed out that the model used by the 
previous workers had neglected the 
effect of the slant height in assessing 
the heat transfer off the fin surface. 
The inclusion of the “length-of-arc” 
factor introduced nonlinearities which 
confounded the Duffin proof. Earlier 
Weinig had argued that Schmidt’s 
heuristics. with the slant height 
correction, led to a circular profile to 
which the parabola was a second-order 
approximation, but Maday’s necessary- 
condition equations repudiated this. 
Indeed, Maday’s numerical studies 
indicated that the optimal profile was 
“wavy”. 
The present paper shows that Maday’s 
wavy numerical profile was symptomatic 
of a quite profound effect introduced by 
incorporation of the slant height factor 
-- namely, the factor can be exploited 
(rather than neglected) to enhance the 
heat transfer; and in fact there is no 
limit to the predicted thermal 
performance of Fins when wavy profiles 
are considered. The proof of this is 
rigorous and based on methodology 
introduced by Kraus and the author in 
Mathematical-Modelling in 1982. Thus 
the auestion of the optimal fin joins 
Newton’s surface of least resistance and 
other classical “counterexamples” in the 
calculus of variations. 
Although the mathematical consequence of 
the Fin model equations are valid, the 
integrity of the model itself begins to 
deteriorate as the more pathological 
geometries are enforced, so the result 
is physically unachievable. However the 
construction of the counterexample 
suggests other unlimited-performance 
extended surface designs whose physical 
credibility is more tenable, and some 
preliminary experimental work bears out 
the optimistic prognosis of this theory. 
Keywords. Heat transfer: calculus of 
variations; optimization. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider the Following problems: 
PROBLEM A. For a given positive constant V, Find a 
nonnegative Function y(x), absolutely continuous 
on some closed interval CO,a] (a possibly 
depending on y), which maximizes the quantity 
Y(o1Ce’(o)-ll , (1) 
where e(x) is defined by the the boundary value 
problem 
(ye’)’ - (l+y’211’2e - 0 (2) 
El(O)=1 (3) 
y(a)tl(a)=0 (4) 
subject to the constraint 
2 ;y(x)dx s V . 
0 
(5) 
PROBLEM B. This is identical to PROBLEM A except 
that the differential equation (11 is replaced by 
(ye’)* -e=o (61 
Both problems are equivalent to Bolza problems in 
the calculus of variations. The solution to 
PROBLEM B is known, but specialists in such 
matters may observe the absence of any of the 
known compactness hypotheses (boundedness of some 
y’ norm, e.g. 1 which would guarantee the 
existence of a solution For PROBLEM A. In Fact we 
shall prove that PROBLEM A has no solution by 
demonstrating that the “sawtooth” functions yN(x) 
which linearly interpolate the data 
xi-ic.05j.5 tan (NeN) , yi- [.475+.025(-1)‘16 , 
i-o.1 ,...,N-1 (7) 
yield unbounded values for e’(O), regardless of 
the value of 6. 
What is particularly Fascinating and important 
about these problems is their interpretation in 
the area of heat transfer design, where they have 
an interesting history. A good deal of engineering 
and mathematical research has been expended on the 
optimal Fin profile problem, which seeks to 
determine what shape a Fin in extended surface 
heat transfer should take in order to dissipate 
the greatest amount of heat, using a given amount 
of material (see Fig. 1). The customary 
formulation of this problem results in Problem B. 
A heuristic solution to Problem B was posed 
by Schmidt (1927) and rigorously authenticated by 
DuFFin (19591. Maday (1974) pointed out that 
Problem A was a more appropriate model For the 
optimal fin problem (though he was evidently not 
the First to do so) and conducted numerical 
experiments to study the difference between the 
two formulations. Since then other investigators 
(notably Razelos and Imre (1983) have continued 
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FIG. 1. Rectangular, Trapezoidal, and 
Parabolic Fins 
optimal design studies premised on the assumption 
that Problem A is adequately approximated by 
Problem B. The present paper (lamentably) refutes 
this hypothesis. 
Although we demonstrate that, mathematically 
speaking, Problem A is unbounded,- 
counterexample is not physically realizable 
because it taxes, beyond credibility, the 
underlying assumptions leading to the formulation 
of Problem A (or 6). Thus the optimal fin problem, 
as classically stated, joins Newton’s surface of 
least resistance and others in the family of ill- 
posed problems in engineering. However, the 
counterexample does suggest another, feasible, 
approach to extended surface design, and it shows 
great promise. 
In the present paper we shall take the liberty of 
surveying the chronology of the optimal fin 
problem in addition to presenting our result, 
since it offers a fascinating case study of the 
intermarriage of heuristics, numerics, and rigor 
in the practice of mathematical modeling. 
Background Physics 
The derivation of the heat flow equation for the 
temperature T(x) of a fin of extended surface is 
well documented (Snider, 1982; Kraus et al, 1978). 
The standard assumptions postulate steady state 
one dimensional flow with the surrounding coolant 
at uniform temperature Tc; interior heat flux j 
proceeds via Fourier’s law j = -kVT with constant 
thermal conductivity k; and the heat transfer rate 
off the fin surface is convective and given by 
Newton’s formula h CT-Tc] d.5, with constant heat 
transfer coefficient h. Here T = T(x) is the fin 
temperature and dS is the element of fin surface 
dx 
FIG. 2. Fin Nomenclature 
area (see Fig. 2; it is clear that the optimal 
profile will b’e symmetric as in the figure); 
(8) 
The total heat flow rate per unit length q(X) iS 
given by the flux j times the cross SSCtiOn area 
*y(x) (per unit length), and energy co”servati0” 
implies that the divergence of q iWst, in the 
steady state, be balanced by the heat transferred 
off the surface to the coolant (again. per unit 
length). Thus the governing system of equations 
is 
T'_ 0 
II I 
-1/2ky T-Tc 
II I 
(9) 
q -2h(l+y’ 1 
2112 o 
q 
Employing the temperature excess 6(X)-T(X)-Tc as a 
variable we obtain 
9 ’ 
I I q = I 
0 -1/2ky 13 (10) 
-2h(l +yv2) 0 /II 4 
If one assumes that the fin has negligible slope 
then the term y l2 is dropped and the formulati0” 
1 : )I = I-ih -“;ky ( I:1 
(11) 
results. This so called “length of arc 
assumption” is, we shall see, a critical 
alteration in the optimal fin problem. 
The Optimal Fin Problem 
Manufacturing considerations led Schmidt to the 
question of what profile function y(x) would 
describe the optimal fin -- the one providing the 
greatest enhancement of heat transfer for a 
prescribed fin volume. 
To concoct a precise mathematical fOrmulatiO” of 
this problem we fix the temperature excess Of the 
prime surface at the value 13(01-B,. The net heat 
dissipated by the fin equals it5 heat flow rate at 
the base q,-2y(O)kIl’(O). However, the equivalent 
area of ““finned base surface would cool at a rate 
q,-2Y(O)he,, so the “payoff” to be optimized iS 
the enhanced heat transfer 
q,-q*-2y(01[ke’(o)-he01 . (12) 
(Other formulations optimize the removal number 
q,/q,, or simply the finned heat transfer q.. with 
y(O) constrained at some fixed value 6. It will 
become clear below that our result applies to all 
three formulations.) 
The performance of a fin, as a rule, is definitely 
influenced by the flux conditions at its tip (x-a) 
(Snider, 1982; Kraus et al, 1978) but once again 
we shall see that this is immaterial for our 
result. For definiteness we assume that, either 
due to zero tip thickness or to insulation, the 
tip is adiabatic: 
q(a)-2y(alkB’(a)=O . (13) 
The bounded-volume constraint is obviously 
expressed by eq. (51. 
NOW all equations in this formulation are linear 
in B so we can divide throughout by 8, (in effect 
Setting 8,-l). Moreover the units of temperature 
and length can be chosen so that h-k-1. This leads 
to the Formulation of Problem A if the system (10) 
iS chosen, and to Problem B if (11) is employed. 
Schmidt’s Solution and Duffin’s Proof 
Most early papers on finned heat transfer ignored 
the nonlinear term yv2 in the expression (8) for 
the surface area dS (Schmidt, 1922; Duffin, 1959; 
Kern and Kraus, 1972; Kreith and Black, 1980; 
Gardner, 1945). A brief search of the literature 
on the part of this author was inconclusive as to 
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whether the omission “as purposeful or an 
oversight. There do appear statements to the 
effect that the presumed slenderness of the Pin 
justifies neglecting the profile curvature; 
however the curvature is governed by the second 
derivative, y”, not the First. And indeed the 
benchmark paper of Gardner (1945) does include the 
proper Factor in one example (the trapezoidal 
Fin), in the Form of a cosine correction. At any 
rate this “length of arc assumption”, as it has 
come to be known (Maday, 19741, generates what we 
shall see to be a most significant modification in 
the model; it simplifies Problem A to Problem B. 
It is Problem B that “as solved by Schmidt and 
Duffin. 
Schmidt’s heuristic analysis of the problem may be 
paraphrased as Follows. First one acknowledges 
that the true equation governing the steady-state 
heat Flow inside the Fin is neither (2) nor (61, 
but rather Laplace’s equation: 
a2T/aX2 + av/ay* - 0 (14) 
Now in Fig. 3a we depict two flux lines for the 
Flow. Schmidt noted that they could be replaced 
\ \ 
D Cd 
FIG. 3. Schmidt’s Argument 
by thermal insulation without affecting the Flow 
pattern, and that the intervening matter 
constitutes a convection pipe For heat Flow driven 
by the temperature difference T(O)-T(x). He 
pointed out that if such a pipe were replaced by 
one of uniform cross section, having the same 
length and volume, as In Figure 3(b), its thermal 
resistance would be lowered. Thus For the optimal 
Fin, he argued, all such Flux pipes must be 
uniform and the Flux lines are parallel to the x- 
axis (Fig. 3~). As a result the temperature 
gradient must be everywhere horizontal, and T is a 
function of x only; in which case (14) implies 
that T is, in Fact, a linear Function of x: 
T(x.Y) = Ax + B (15) 
and the heat Flux aTlax is uniform over the Fin. 
The substitution of (15) into (6) leads 
immediately to the conclusion that y’ too iS 
linear, i.e., the optimal profile is parabolic. A 
sketch of the Schmidt Fin is given in Fig. 4. 
(This prediction, which “as taken at Face Value by 
the heat transfer community, is disappointing From 
a manufacturer’s point of view. The cusped 
profile is too fragile (not to mention dangerous) 
for most situations. Thus actual Fin production 
and design “as based on the more practical 
rectangular and trapezoidal profiles:) 
FIG. 4. Schmidt’s Parabolic Fin 
Duffin (1959) filled in the logical gaps in 
Schmidt’s analysis by publishing a rigorous proof 
that the solution to Problem B “as, indeed, the 
Schmidt parabolic Fin. He employed some powerful 
Formulations of variational techniques that he had 
developed earlier, and heat transfer engineers 
hailed this vindication of Schmidt’s prediction. 
The Length-of-Arc Assumption and Maday’s Solutions 
As indicated earlier, it is not clear to the 
present author as to exactly when the length-of- 
arc assumption “as given serious consideration, 
but Maday’s paper (t974) certainly is a landmark. 
In it he carefully Formulated Problem A and 
derived the necessary (Euler-Lagrange) condltlons. 
parametrized in a Form suitable For numerical 
investigation. He also pointed out that the 
Schmidt-Duffin solution does not satisfy these 
equations. 
More significantly, he reported numerical 
simulations demonstrating that the performance of 
the parabolic Fin can be surpassed by Fins having 
“wavy” profiles as depicted in Fig. 5. 
L 
FIG. 5. Maday’s Wavy Fin Profile 
This raises the question as to where, in the 
scheme of things, does the parabolic Fin Fit? It 
is a slender Fin with a small value of y’, so it 
G not inconsistent to speculate that the optimal 
profile is approximately parabolic. 
Indeed Weinig (Eckert, 1950) and, independently, 
the author (unpublished) have shown that Schmidt’s 
constant-flux condition (15) in eouation (2) leads 
to fins of circular profile, which approximate the 
oarabolic Fins to second order. However. such 
iins still do not satisfy the Euler-Lagrange 
equations of Problem A! Moreover, Duffins’s 
constructive argument becomes intractable when the 
nonlinear effect of y’ is included in (2). 
Thus a rigorous demonstration of even the 
“approximate optimality” of the parabolic Fin is 
lacking. 
The Grooved Fin 
We now announce our result. The parabolic Fin is 
nowhere near optimal; in Fact, 
PROPOSITION. Problem A has no SolutlOn. Fins of 
arbitrarily small “eight and base width can be 
shaped so as to dissipate arbltrarlly large 
amounts of heat, according to the equations of 
Problem A. 
In other words Problem A, as Formulated, 
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joins Newton's surface of least resistance and 
others in the family of ill-posed problems in the 
calculus of variations. (This non-existence issue 
in the calculus of variations is well exemplified 
in the first eight pages of Courant (19501, where 
it is shown that neither the minimum (zero) nor 
the maximum (one) of 
I(y)- jdx/(l+yV2) , y(O)=0 , y(l)-1 
can be ichieved, but can be arbitrarily ClOSSly 
approximated with functions of the type depicted 
in Fig. 6.1 
FIG. 6. Test Functions 
The striking similarity of the functions in Fig. 6 
to the wavy profile discovered by Maday (Fig. 5) 
led this author to consider the possibility that 
the key to solving Problem A lay not in neglecting 
y’ in the surface area term (81, but in explolt:ng 
it. Thus we envisioned a “grooved” fin which 
crowds a high amount of surface area very close to 
the base surface; see Fig. 7. (The insulation 
merely enforces the adiabatic tip condition (13). 
and the factor .9 has no special significance.) 
FIG. 7. The Grooved Fin 
By decreasing the slant angle $ and adding more 
“pleats” we conjectured that, at least 
mathematically, one could achieve arbitrarily high 
heat dissipation with a” arbitrarily small amount 
of fin material (a “double optimization”). Note 
that there is no constraint on Iy’I in either 
Problem which would inhibit this construction. 
We present the proof of this proposition. Although 
it is couched in the language of analysis, we 
should point out that the basic tools were 
developed, in a” engineering context, in Kraus’ 
thesis (19781. 
Proof of Proposition 
From the figure, for 0 S x 5 x, - c.056 tan $1 y 
is given by 
y-6/2-x cot $. 
Thus on this subinterval (2) is a modified Bessel 
equation. Define the matrix r(x) = [v 
ij 
(x)] by 
7, , -2flL 1’2(K, (2nL”2)Io(2n[L-xl”2) 
+I, (2nL “21Ko(2”[L-x]“2)) 
Y2,‘2n26(1-x/L~“* IK, (2nL’ ‘* 11, (2”rL-x3”2) 
-1, (2”L’ I2 )K,(2n[L-xl”2)1 
Y22 
-2n(L-x1 “21Ko(2”L”2~I, (2n[L-xl”2) 
+Io(2”L 
l/2 
)K1 (2”[L-x3”2)) ((16) 
where L-612 tan e , n=(cos $1 
-l/2 , and I, K are 
modified Bessel functions (Stegun and Abramowit?., 
1964). The” r is a fundamental solution matrix 
(Coddington and Levinson, 1955) for (10); 
specifically, the temperature excess 13(x) and heat 
flow rate q(x)-2y(x)e’(x) evolve in the 
subinterval according to 
As 9’0, the asymptotic form for r, - r(x,) = 
Tc.056 tan 6)-r, iS calculated to be 
(18) 
(This is easily interpreted - if e-0 the “fin” 
sides flatten out and cover two symmetric strips 
of combined area .16, so the tip temperature 
approaches the base temperature and the tip heat 
flow is lower by the loss .16e0 through these 
sides.) By using local coordinates one readily 
sees that the same matrix r,=r(x,) maps 
temperature-flow conditions at x2i to conditions 
at x21+1 ’ and that r, 
-1 
maps conditions at x*~+, to 
x2i+2 
- with, however, sign changes induced in the 
off-diagonal elements of rr -1 to maintain the 
consistency of the interpretation of q(x) as heat 
flow to the right (Kraus and Snider, 1980). The 
asymptotic form r, -1 thus remains the same as in 
(18). 
The overall performance of the fin is described by 
(19) 
To estimate 
(Ss-l)/s (20) 
To show this, observe that (A+B)“-A” contains n 
terms bounded by ((A( I”-’ ([Bl 1, “(n-1 j/2! terms 
bounded by IIAII”-~ I le112, etc. Thus if we let 
IlBll/lIAlI - r, we estimate as follows: 
I(A+B)“-~“11 
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base width 6). With A and B identified with the 
respective terms in (18), we have 
(L, or L_ norm) 
1 IBI I= (0, 1I-l ON) = ( In N INN-‘) . .- 
Thus 
N IIBI~/~IA~I - (1nN 1 NNe2) *O 
and the Lemma guarantees that, for N sufficiently 
large, 
I Irx N-ANl) = [N(1+.16)N-‘ln N / NN-‘I * 0 . (23) 
Therefore 
fi N N+ = A EN = /_.,iN ;( + (::: %:( (24) 
where E+O. 
With the normalization tJ,=l, the adiabatic 
condition (13). and the estimate (24), the second 
of equations (19) produces 
q0 = (.16N - s,,)/(l + ~22) = (N). (25) 
Thus the finned heat transfer becomes unbounded. 
regardless of the choice of base width 6, and the 
proposition is proved. (qed) 
The Grooved Fin in Perspective 
The mathematical implications of the grooved fin 
are Clear. There is no limit to the heat- 
transferring capability of a fin of fixed weight 
as long as it performs in accordance with the 
eqUatiOn stated in Problem A; the issue as to the 
shape of the optimal fin profile for these 
conditions is closed. Moreover the validity of the 
optimization investigations premised upon the 
length-of-arc assumption, despite their self- 
consistency, iS now in doubt. By exploiting the 
slant-height effect instead of neglecting it, the 
grooved fin achieves unlimited performance. (The 
Value of Maday’s work must be acknowledged for 
mounting the first serious challenge to the 
assumption). It is enlightening to reconsider 
Schmidt’s argument in the light of this result. 
If he had considered the possibility that the flux 
pipe depicted in Fig. 3 could have an ‘infinitely 
grooved” outer edge, he would have recognized that 
the uniform-cylinder-lowest-resistance result was 
inapplicable. This explains why the circular 
profile, derived from condition (15). is not 
optimal. 
As far as engineering considerations are 
concerned, however, the grooved fin is a bust. 
First of all the heat transfer coefficient h will 
definitely vary as “ore and “ore grooves are 
introduced into the fin. One of the basic rules- 
of-thumb in practical extended surface design is 
never to place two fins within each other’s 
coolant fluid boundary layer (Elenbaas. 1942). 
Even the novice can see that for large N the 
coolant will have increased difficulty in 
penetrating the grooves in Fig. 7 to cool the 
surface. 
Secondly, the steep slopes of the grooved edges 
invalidate the credibility of the one-dimensional 
flow assumption. The fully two-dimensional 
pattern is governed by Laplace’s equation (14) in 
the interior and Newton’s law of cooling 
-k aT/an =.h(T-Tc) (26) 
on the boundary; n denotes the exterior normal 
direction. Solving for the y-partial in (30) we 
deduce (Snider and Kraus, 1983) 
aTjay = y’(aT/ax) - (l+y’2)1’2h(T-Tc)/k (27) 
on the exposed fin surface, while aT/ay - 0 along 
the base. Since aT/ay must be harmonic (thanks to 
(14)), one usually employs the maximum principle 
to derive interior bounds on aT/ay from (27), 
involving the transverse Biot number hb/k 
(Levitsky. 1972; Crank and Parker, 1966; Irey, 
1968). For example, the postulate 
(,CY’2)“2 0,h6/k << 1 (28) 
validates the one-dimensional model for fins with 
y’<O (Snider and Kraus. 1983). But clearly for the 
unlimited values of Iy’I = cot NeN in Fig. 7 such 
premises are violated. Moreover there is no way 
that heat coming fro” the left can transfer off 
the faces where y’>O. Thus the one-dimensional 
assumption that spawned Problem A and B loses 
credibility. 
The situation then stands as follows: Problem A 
has no solution and there is no optimal one- 
dimensional fin profile. The Schmidt fin is “the 
best one-dimensional fin for which the 
nonlinearity (y “) is negligible,” but since the 
same model which neglects this term can be used to 
exploit it and predict fins of unbounded 
performance, any optimization premised on its 
neglect must be dismissed. (Of course the analysis 
of-any particular fin profile with, de facto, 
nenliable slope is not invalidated.) Onlv a 
fuily two-dimensional model can give a physically 
meaningful answer to Schmidt’s question. 
If one could replace (28) with a hard inequality 
the existence of a solution could no doubt be 
reestablished by compactness arguments, but there 
is no physical basis for a strict upper limit. Our 
situation is not unlike that of an analyst seeking 
to maximize l/x for 11 x>>O ‘I. 
The Ripple Surface 
It may appear that the grooved fin construct is 
mathematically equivalent to a series of 
triangular fins lined up along the top and bottom 
faces of a rectangular fin. This is not quite 
true, because heat (in the context of Problem A) 
flows from left to right in the grooved fin, while 
the triangular fin model presumes heat flowing 
from base to tip - and thus vertically in Fig. 7. 
Practically speaking, however, this observation is 
quite a fertile one, for it suggests the 
possibility of putting the triangular fins 
directly on the prime surface as in Fig. 8, and 
posing the question whether unlimited heat 
transfer can be achieved with a conglomerate of 
fins of bounded net volume, and confined to a 
_ri!- : _‘ _. 
T 
6 
I -__ Is 
FIG, 8. Ripple Surface 
fixed base area. We call this configuration a 
“ripple surface.” 
To see that the ripple surface does achieve 
theoretically unlimited heat transfer, observe 
that each fin in Fig. 8 is governed by a Bessel- 
type fundamental solution matrix like r(x). 
However the condition of finiteness at the fin tip 
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(where y=O) imposes the relation (Snider, 1982; 
Kraus et al, 1978)‘ 
qo’e. - (26/N cos J1)1’2 I,(L)/I,(L) (29) 
_- 
where L=2(V/6 sin JI) 
l/2 . For JI=N -N we obtain q,- 
(N 
-l/2 
) for each fin, and thus the net heat 
transfer goes as (N’ I2 ). (The same result is 
obtained for rectangular fins. 
This is a much more significant construction for 
engineering considerations, because the ripple 
surface does not violate the one-dimensional flow 
assumption! In fact the assumption is more 
justified as the number of fins N grows, since the 
transverse Biot number is proportional to 
(6/N)(h/k) and thus approaches zero. 
Of course it is still unrealistic to assume that h 
stays constant as the inter-fin spacing goes to 
zero, for the reasons mentioned earlier. Thus at 
some point the approach to the theoretical limit 
is thwarted. Experimentation with the numbers of 
fins must be conducted to see high the performance 
of ripple surface can go. 
Nonetheless, it must be noted that no other fin 
configuration ever proposed has promised unlimited 
performance. even in theory! (We disregard the 
grooved fin because of the one-dimensional flow 
violation.) Snider and Kraus (1983) points out 
that even if one used fin material with infinite 
conductivity (k) the heat transferred by a single 
fin of standard profile would approach a finite 
limit. And the analysis of the same authors 
(1985) can be extended to demonstrate that any 
array of fins, no matter how exotic, will have its 
heat-transfer capability choked off by the 
mounting fins, if they are of standard profile and 
finite in number. The ripple surface is an 
extremely promising concept. 
(Surprisingly high heat transfer has already been 
observed (Kraus. 1984) in unrelated experiments 
involving ripple surface-like configurations. The 
present analysis explains this.) 
The author is sometimes asked why he didn’t 
propose the ripple surface as the counterexample 
to the Schmidt problem. The reason is purely 
mathematical: we were obliged to solve the 
mathematical issue with a single-valued profile 
function Y(X). while the ripple surface “orofile” 
is clearl; muitiple-valued.” Indeed it cobld still 
be argued that “parabolic-profile ripples” would 
surpass the “triangle-profile ripples”, but since 
the performance of the latter is unbounded, this 
seems a moot point. 
Conclusion 
In this paper we have strived to make two points 
concerning the quest for the optimal fin. The 
first is that it is futile to seek to optimize fin 
profiles by adhering to the classical assumptions. 
The approach of Problem B starts by assuming that 
y’ can be neglected, and culminates by outputting 
profiles which, sure enough, have negligible y’. 
But this turns out to be irrelevant since the more 
accurate formulation of Problem A shows that the 
contribution of y’ should be exploited - 
exploited, in fact, to the limitedibility of 
the model. This is no way, of course, vindicates 
the prediction of Problem B, but it reveals that 
while such a model may be accurate enough to 
analyze the performance of the classical fin 
shapes it breaks down when one pushes it to the 
limit in optimization design. A fully two- 
dimensional simulation with the coolant flow 
equa.tions is necessary to reveal the limitations 
of Problem A. 
However a very positive spinoff has resulted from 
this adversity. It has indicated that efficient 
extended surface design should proceed with the 
aim of placing lots of exposed surface near the 
base. This motivates the ripple surface 
configuration for wtiich the theory and preliminary 
experimental work hold great promise. 
The author expresses gratitude to the Division of 
Sponsored Research of the University of South 
Florida for a grant supporting part of this 
research. 
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